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Distinctive Style
The presence of the sun is the difference between 
harsh or comfortable climates in an environment. 
The Bronze Double Hung Window, manufactured in 
Virginia by RJT Industries, ensures you that you can 
view the most severe weather from the comfortable 
setting of your home.

The Bronze Series, expertly installed by skilled crews, 
will give your home an elegant, distinctive look. 

Beyond style, this fully welded vinyl window offers 
the most technologically advanced design and 
thermal performance in the window  industry. 
The state-of-theart materials and precision 
engineering ensures you a quiet, secure 
environment with unsurpassed efficiency that lowers 
the cost of comfort year round.

And best of all, the Bronze Window is an Earthwise
Window. Earthwise windows are guaranteed to last 
a lifetime and will improve the comfort and 
appearance of your home. So make the intelligent 
choice in windows. Be window wise, choose a 
window by Earthwise.

Superior Design
Elegant Exterior Frame Design -
gives a rich detail and style, providing a distinctive
millwork - finished look
Fusion Welded Sash and Main Frame -
all the needed strength and integrity
Trim Line Narrow Sashes Mean More Glass -
more glass means more FREE energy
True Sloped Sill for Proper Water Drainage -
low profile dam leg at sill to prevent wind and water
penetration
Maintenance Free Vinyl Construction -
multi-chamber, heavy wall construction for lasting
beauty and thermal performance
Tilt-In Sashes -
both sashes tilt in for easy operation and cleaning
Interlocking Meeting Rail Design -
full length interlock for security and thermal
performance
AGC Comfort Select 36 Low E with Super Spacer
Insulated Glass System - maximizes thermal
efficiency and Warm Edge technology
Advanced Stainless Steel Constant Force
Balance System - for dependable sash operation
Full Length Extruded Lift Handle -
allows easy sash operation
Designer Cam Lock -
single positive locking action for security and 
thermal efficiency

Options: Full Screen, 5/8” Flat, 18mm
Contoured Grids, Tempered and Obscured
Glass. Argon needed for Energy Star Certification.

 Bronze Double Hung U SHGC VT Cr
 • Low-E, Argon .28 .31 .51 60
 • No Low-E .45 .63 .65 45
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